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How did you become good at this?
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better pay
attention!



What happens
in a lecture?
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some people talk in their sleep

lecturers talk while other people are sleeping

 (Albert Camus)
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The result?

1  education



Lack of learning

1  lecture



Lack of learning

Lack of retention

1  lecture
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not transfer but assimilation of information is key
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question

think

poll

discuss

repoll

explain

discussLet’s try it!



Archimedes’ Principle
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An object submerged either fully or partially in a fluid 
experiences an upward buoyant force the magnitude of 
which is equal to the magnitude of the force of 
gravity exerted on the fluid displaced by the object. 
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An object submerged either fully or partially in a fluid 
experiences an upward buoyant force the magnitude of 
which is equal to the magnitude of the force of 
gravity exerted on the fluid displaced by the object. The 
volume of displaced fluid is equal to the volume of the 
submerged portion of the object.

“displaced water”

=questions?
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A boat carrying a large boulder 
is floating on a small pond. The 
boulder is thrown overboard and 
sinks to the bottom of the pond.
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After the boulder sinks to the bottom of the pond, the level 
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3. lower than

it was when the boulder was in the boat.
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Before I tell you the answer, let’s analyze what happened.

You…

1. made a commitment
2. externalized your answer
3. moved from the answer/fact to reasoning
4. became emotionally invested in the learning process



A boat carrying a large boulder 
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boulder is thrown overboard and 
sinks to the bottom of the pond.
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remember: amount of displaced water

displaced
water

weight
of rock=

volume
of rock=you won’t forget this



back to PI
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Higher learning gains
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Higher learning gains

Better retention
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in a lecture, students…

1. don’t pay utmost attention

2. think they know it
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http://www.babble.com
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2 short video lectures on calico cats, same content

speaks fluidly w/o notes

upright

maintains eye contact

fluent video disfluent video

speaks haltingly from notes

slumped

looks away

doi: 10.3758/s13423-013-0442-z
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judgement of learning 

doi: 10.3758/s13423-013-0442-z
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judgement of learning 

doi: 10.3758/s13423-013-0442-z
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in a lecture, students…

1. don’t pay utmost attention

2. think they know it

3. are not confronted with misconceptions

false 

sense of security
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an illusion…
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Education is not just about:

• transferring information

• getting students to do what we do
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Education is not just about:

• transferring information

• getting students to do what we do

active participation a must!



mazur@physics.harvard.edu
o: +1.617.495.8729

m: +1.617.440.4691

  

PeerInstruction.net

Join now!
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Follow me!            eric_mazur
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